VANDAL PROOF TELEPHONE HANDSET CABINET
OUTDOOR TECHNOLOGIES

PRODUCT
The IP55 Cannon Vandal Proof Telephone
Handset Cabinet is a single-skinned outdoor
cabinet, designed to house Telephone Handsets
normally found at unmanned railway level
crossings, making them less tempting to
unauthorised users. The cabinet, when used in
this application is fitted with a Network Rail
Number 1* dead-lock, the key to which is
restricted to train drivers or the local farmers.
Alternatively the cabinet can be supplied with a
Cannon stainless steel swing handle with a key
lockable deadlock (not Number 1*) for further
applications. The cabinet can be mounted on an
optional galvanised hollow post, which can also
be used for wiring, or it can be supplied with
brackets for wall or pole/post mounting.
The inside of the cabinet can be lined with an
optional high performance insulation if
condensation is felt to be a potential problem.
For further details please contact Cannon Sales
on 01425 632600 or sales@cannontech.co.uk

PRODUCT FEATURES
 IP 55 rating
 Natural ventilation employed for internal cooling
Single hinged door
 Door secured with drivers Number 1 key type dead
locking system or Cannon stainless steel swing
handle
 Lock fitted with a weather and dust-proof cover
 Used in Rail side applications for the protection of
telephone handsets (with Number 1 key)
 Internal fixings to customers requirements
 Modular building techniques allow for customer
design contribution
 Painted to customers specific colour requirement
 Multi-stage cleaning and pre-treatment prior to the
application of a 90 micron powder coating
 Manufactured from heavy gauge galvanized
material giving a 25-year life expectancy
 Can be supplied with various mounting technologies
 Installed using a “Hot Dipped” galvanised post
 Includes many anti-vandal features within the
construction
 As an optional extra the inside of the panels can be
insulated to reduce the likelihood of condensation

Example of product supplied with optional
A100/A200 termination box. Note: Centre
image does not show framework/associated
cable management brackets. Front panel
removed for clarity
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